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It is apparent that the more numerous the
references "0' the less likely it becomes
that a person having ordinary skill in the art
would have arrived at the result reached by
the patent in suit. "0 [citations omitted].
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baseboard during radiation, and Shimizu to show the use

carrier that is radiation-transparent for ~pporting an

that is to be trea~~n both sides ~iation.
While app1ica~, res y has no strong disagreem~nt

with the examiner's ana1ys ~ the disclosures of Sherts a~d

McMaster, apP1ica~t~s disagree with his analysis of the ~each

ing of Shimizu.~also diSagre~h how the examiner com~ines
Sherts with McMaster. We further disR~te Shimizu's re1evanJe to

-/ ',1
the art 3Pd whether it would be obviously combinable with e~ther

of Shefts or McMaster. i
,~ We also question how such a simple two-step invenBion

("can be considered to be obvious when, to arrive at it, it i~
necessary to combine three documents together (four for c1aib 2).u. . ... . \ .

hi.Le there is a general rule that it matters not how many J:"\efer

ences are strung together so long as they collectively make I
obvious the sUbject matter sought to be patented, there is a~other

I
general rule that X~e greater the number of references strunp

together, the ~~ likely it is that the invention was tru1yl

obvious. In the words of Circuit JUdge Medina in Ling-Temco~

Vought. Inc. v. Ko11sman Instrument corporation (2d Cir., 19~7)
f
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IIn Bela seating Company, Inc. v. Poloron Products. IInc.,
t

160 USPQ 646,61, the Court concluded that the stringing toge~her
.' I

\

of a plurality of patents in an "attempt to invalidate Plain'..•... iff'S
claims tends in and of itself to negate the position of defendant

i
that the patent in suit is invalid". I
~~-eQ tfia1:tne convenE1onal me!'t1nm Of-f~'r""'"

glaS~~es is with the assembly horizontal. The-dI~cus~ion
above gives g~l=l_'Ii!2Y this should b~__.-So-;·~erts, reli~d
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